
TEMPERATURE Extremes
ULTRAWARM

®

Cold Weather Protection Products

All ULTRAWARM® products are also available in flame resistant models. Inquire.

ULTRAWARM® WINTER LINERS

Rugged two ply cotton shells extend serv-
ice life. Soft comfortable lining traps
warmth for protection over a wide range 
of temperatures. Adding ULTRAWARM®

HOTHANDS heatpacks adds warmth 
from 130 to 140 degrees over a full work
day. Unique mounting channel allows
heatpack to be positioned anywhere
around the head. All ULTRAWARM® winter
liners include two heatpacks.

Exceptionally warm, soft, lightweight
fleece vest with pockets for up to 5 air-acti-
vated heatpacks for hours of additional
protection from the cold. Full cut, but trim 
fit for easy layering. Wide arm holes allow
a full range of motion. Strong durable zip-
per closure. Specify small, medium, large,
or extra large: black or blaze orange.
Comes with 4 ULTRAWARM® HEAT-
PACKS.

MODEL GLSW5

Full Size, Sherpa Lined

MODEL SWV1

Fleece vest

MODEL GLSW4

Extended Length -  Includes two heatpacks

MODEL FLSW1

Standard Size - Includes two heatpacks

MODEL SWHB8

Headband Warmer

MODEL SWTN6

Turtleneck Warmer

MODEL SWNW7

Neck Warmer

All fleece. Pocket at nape of neck holds a
heatpack. Black. (navy blue and blaze
orange also available). Comes with two
heatpacks.

ULTRAWARM® FLEECE VEST

Soft, comfortable fleece headband pro-
vides a snug fit to keep head and ears
warm. Contains a pocket for a heatpack.
Black. (navy blue and blaze orange also
available). Comes with two heatpacks.

Soft, comfortable fleece neckwarmer pro-
vides warmth without adding bulk.
Designed to lay flat. Velcro closure. Center
pocket holds heatpack to provide 130 to
140 degrees of warmth for up to 10 hours.
Contains a pocket for a heatpack.
Available in black, navy blue and blaze
orange . Comes with two heatpacks.

ULTRAWARM® HOTHANDS heatpacks
use air activated natural ingredients to heat
by oxidation. Can be placed in shirt, coat or
pants pockets and in most gloves. ULTRA-
WARM® TOASTIE TOES foot warmers 
use the same formula for shoes and boots.

SWHH2

Small for liners, 
warmers and
headbands

SWHH1

Large for vests

SWTT1

For shoes and boots
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